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Impact of Core Web Vitals as 
Search Ranking Signals 

In a mission to safeguard and enhance the in-page 
experience of users, Google has started looking closely 
at something called core web vitals, announcing it to be 
a part of existing signals for ranking and as an enhanced 
metric to determine the page experience of users on the 
webpage, it has become a major factor to how Google 
ranks your website.



Signals for Page Experience Update  

Introduction to core web vitals
Core web vitals are a new addition to the many existing signals for page experience—judging a webpage 
on the factors of visual stability, interactivity, and loading performance. 

Multiple experiments from Google have demonstrated decreasing daily searches per user on increased 
web latency, irregular visual stability, and other factors, thus, providing a benchmark to a three-point 
metric (LCP, CLS, and FID) to aid the development of resource-efficient web applications.    

The metrics capturing important user-centric outcomes are – 

LCP (Largest Contentful Paint) – Measure of time from when the page starts loading to when the largest 
element (text block/image element) of the page is rendered. 

CLS (Cumulative Layout Shift) – Measures the cumulative score of unexpected layout shifts from the 
start of loading of a page to the entire load lifecycle.  

FID (First Input Delay) – Measures the time from the first interaction (click on a link, tap on a button, 
etc.) of a user to the time when the browser actually responds. 

Core web vitals are part of Google’s overall 
evaluation of  “ Page Experience”
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Why does it matter
As Marcus Tober, Founder and Chief Evangelist, Searchmetrics, has explained, 

“The Google Core Web Vitals update is in many ways a response to websites not really living up to user 
expectations. It’s a clear message to website owners that not putting users first may have a negative effect 
on rankings.”

Google has explicitly highlighted that these three signals would be an important factor in ranking your 
website well. The weightage is yet to be determined, but including the core web vitals to its existing 
signals for page experience like mobile-friendliness, safe-browsing, HTTPS-security, and intrusive 
interstitial guidelines highlights how serious Google is about user experience, thus, laying its importance 
as a ranking signal.

The below mentioned data highlights the business impact areas of core web vitals -  

• Maximize discoverability -
 As core web vitals are a   
 ranking factor for Google,   
 starting Jul 2021, it improves 
 website ranking

• Competitive edge - 
 Faster performing websites  
 gain a competitive edge in  
 rankings

• User experience - 
 Quantifying user experience  
 to grow the engagement of  
 end users and increase 
 the leads

• Conversion rates and   
 revenue growth - 
 Better website performance  
 leads to increase 
 conversion rates

• Improves authority and trust -  
 Increases the brand value by  
 getting more number of   
 returning visitors to the site

Increases Reach Increases Brand Value Increases Conversions



Potential implications
With different experiments, Google has potentially added core web vitals to the current list of existing 
page experience ranking factors, marking the importance of optimizing a web page to potentially serve 
the user a good experience.

Since the core web vitals metrics are technical in nature, the need for optimizing/revamping a web page is 
a necessary consideration.   

The numbers below (as laid out from Google’s side) are a result of various experiments and the deciding 
metrics of interactivity, loading, and visual stability of a webpage, which Google has set as a benchmark 
to deem fit for ranking webpages.  

The overall page experience is as important for your website as good structured content and functionality 
are. The following user experience statistics highlight the need for good core web vitals scores:

Considering the impact of the overall page experience and core web vitals on the user journey, getting on 
the top of the game for the three defined metrics is the need of the hour for better rankings, thereby 
highlighting the importance of core web vitals.
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What can you do about it?
Google has given marketers the above-mentioned set of benchmarks to compete with and ensure that 
their current web vitals score passes the tests. The best and the most comprehensive way of getting 
insights into the core web vitals numbers is to get them through the Google Search Console. 

Alternatively, you can also check if the webpage is passing the core web vital statistics or not through the 
Google Page Insights tool. 
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(LCP): Measures the speed 
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First Input Delay (FID): 
Measures the speed at 
which users are able to 
interact with a page after 
landing on it

Cumulative Layout Shift 
(CLS): Measures how often 
users experience 
unexpected layout shifts

Good – 100 milliseconds 
or less
Needs improvement – 
101 to 300 milliseconds
Poor –
over 300 milliseconds
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Core Web Vital Elements Benchmarks What affects this metric? How to improve this metric?

Interpreting the core web vitals data
Google has given marketers the above-mentioned set of benchmarks to compete with and ensure that 
their current web vitals score passes the tests. The best and the most comprehensive way of getting 
insights into the core web vitals numbers is to get them through the Google Search Console. 

By implementing the recommendations laid down for the common list of issues pertaining to loading, 
interactivity, and visual stability to fix LCP, FID, and CLS, respectively, good numbers can be achieved for 
core web vitals to be ranking ready for any webpage.  



Summary: Implementing Core Web Vitals
IThe benchmarks and the recommendations laid by Google are pretty clear on how to fix the metrics. 
Although well defined, it can be clearly assumed that in a metrics modification atmosphere, the huge 
amount of technical changes going into one metric can adversely impact any other one, thus making 
the core web vitals metrics even worse. 
An audit and targeted solution approach from an SEO expert can be deemed as the best approach to 
address this instability of fixing the scripts correctly and avoid reaching a situation that can actually 
worsen the core web vitals metrics.  

An SEO expert can help you with - 

 1.  Technical understanding of loading, interactivity, and visual stability metrics such as LCP,  
  FID, CLS, TBT, TTI, etc.

 2.  Expertise in user experience quality and improvement opportunity findings to improve the  
  experience. 

 3.  Reduction of additional issues caused by fixing one element leading to issues in another.  

At Mindtree, we have been following updates pertaining to core web vitals closely and have 
made our technical team available to conduct audits and provide solutions to websites that 
are not getting past the core web vitals tests. Contact us to know more. 
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